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Introduction

Extensive exploration activity in the Broach-
Jumbusar and Narmada tectonic blocks of the Cambay Basin
has given rich dividends in terms of discovery of giant
Gandhar field and its adjoining satellite fields, namely, Nada,
Jambusar and North Sarvan.  The area is separated from
southern Narmada tectonic block by a transfer zone and has
different geological set up and has experienced varying
depositional environment.  Whole area is extensively covered
by 3D seismic investigations starting from 1994-95 which
continues till date. A total of twenty 3D seismic
investigations have been launched in the area with varying
data acquisition parameters, using different seismographs
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Summary

Discovery of hydrocarbons in the Ardol and Hazad members of Ankleswar Formation in Gandhar and adjoining fields
in the Jambusar-Broach and Narmada Tectonic Blocks of Cambay Basin has resulted in extensive exploratory efforts by way of
covering whole area by 3D seismic data during past decade.  After first 3D seismic data acquisition and processing in Gandhar
in 1994-95, the area was covered by a total of twenty different 3D campaigns till date. Processing and interpretation of these
individual 3D data sets have led to more exploration in the area. However, due to different acquisition and processing parameters
used by different agencies, it was not possible to evolve a composite picture of the subsurface, mapping of various sand
geometries and evolving a viable composite depositional model, although geological models based on 2D seismic data and
available well data were used as guides for exploration.  Post stack merging of the 3D data in limited area was attempted but was
not satisfactory because of inherent processing parameter differences. In view of this it was decided to merge individual data sets
at pre stack stage and reprocess whole data as a single volume.

Due to fairly large volume of the data to be thus pre stack merged and reprocessed, it was decided to merge the data
in two phases.  In first phase the latest data acquired in Gandhar Phase-XII, Jambusar Phase I & II and North Sarvan Phase I
through VI were taken up and were merged and reprocessed.  Due to complex topographical and geological set up and acquisition
related problems arising out of varying near surface and industrialization in the area, the data was severely infected by lot of
cultural noise, ground rolls, multiples, spikes and other coherent and non coherent noises.  These problems were addressed by
using various data preconditioning algorithms, manual and auto editing of shot data which resulted in improvement in signal to
noise ratio.  This preconditioned data was used for further processing after merging at pre stack stage.  This methodology
adopted for pre stack merging and reprocessing of data has helped in bringing out a 3D seismic volume in northern part of the area
which is being used to understand complex geology of the area.  Phase II of the project will integrate all the twenty 3D data sets
in one volume which will help in study of various sand models in the area and to develop the area in a more efficient way.
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over a widely varying near surface geology.  Processing of
individual 3D data sets acquired with 20X40 m bin size with
varying processing parameters used by various agencies
have generated processed outputs which varied in terms of
lateral and vertical resolution, amplitude, phase and
frequency contents (Table-I).  Interpretation of these
individually processed data sets could not generate
composite picture of interesting zones in whole area.  Post
stack merging of various data sets have not been able to
give satisfactory results due to varying processing
parameters (Table I).  Thus it was decided to go for pre stack
merging of all the 3D data sets in the area and reprocess the
whole data as one volume.  However, due to massive job
involved, it was decided to pre stack merge the data in two
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phases.  First phase consisted of merging of seven volumes
of 3D data acquired in Jambusar, North Sarvan and north
eastern part of Gandhar area.  Present paper deals with the
methodology evolved for merging and reprocessing of data
of first phase.  In the ensuing phase, rest of the eleven 3D
seismic data sets in Gandhar area will be merged with same
processing parameters and will be merged with data of Phase-
I to generate a single volume of about 1900 Sq Km data in
this part of Cambay Basin. Fig. 1(a) shows the total data
acquired in the area including the Nada 3D data and the
different phases of pre stack merging of data sets. Fig. 1(b)
shows the seamless volume of Phase-I of pre stack merged
data of  seven campaigns.

In the area of study two major tectonic blocks,
namely, Broach-Jambusar block and Narmada block with
discordant structural styles and similar sedimentary columns
are

distinctively seen.  The Broach-Jambusar block
encompassing the Gandhar field, Jambusar and North Sarvan
satellite fields is represented by four enechelon half grabens
(J Kundu et al). The generalized stratigraphy of the area is
well established.  Tertiary and Quaternary sedimentary
sequences, about 5500 m thick, un-conformably overly the
Deccan trap and thin out to 2500 m towards east.  Cambay
shale deposited during first transgression in Upper Paleocene
to Early Eocene is source rock in entire Cambay basin.  The
main reservoir rocks in the area belong to Hazad and Ardol
members of Ankleshwar Formation of Middle Eocene
regressive cycle represented by Kanwa and Telwa shale units
(locally transgressive) which act as good cap rock.  A number
of wells are present in the area producing hydrocarbons
from Hazad and Ardol sands. Fig. 1(a) shows prospect map
of the Jambusar-Broach and Narmada tectonic Blocks. The
reservoirs sands, namely, Hazad and Ardol (Middle Eocene
age) were deposited in a deltaic environment as distributary
channels, tidal ridges and as barriers and mouth bar sands
as can be seen from the seismic signatures and well data  in
the area.

The methodology adopted for pre stack merging
and reprocessing of the data and post stack and pre stack
migration of part of the data has been described in the
following sections.

Methodology

Different 3D data sets were studied carefully for
the effects of different acquisition parameters and geometries
on the data.  Parameters used for processing of  individual

Fig. 1(a): Prospect map of Narmada Tectonic Block along with area
of present study

Fig. 1(b): Processed data map of seamless volume of Pre-stack merged
seismic investigations A through G
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data sets were compiled and analyzed to effectively improve
the signal to noise ratio by minimizing the ground roll and
other coherent noises by using various noise handling
algorithms.  IBM's SP3 hardware and CGG's Geocluster
processing software were used for processing of the data.
Under strict quality checks, the navigation data of each of
the data sets including recoveries were converted to SPS
format.  Re-calculation of field statics using different near
surface models and elevation data was done and was
compared with that supplied by the field party. Format
converted seismic data was merged with navigation data.
Suitable arbitrary origin was selected to accommodate all
the available 3D data sets and further planned 3D acquisition
into first quadrant of easting and northing. With this origin
all the data sets were re-binned within 20X40 m bin.

Fig. 2(a): Representative raw gathers in the overlap zone (b) Gathers
after pre-processing (c) Gathers after deconvolution

Data was sorted in common shot, common receiver
and common offset domains for quality checks using various
quality assurance tools available with the CGG's Geocluster
processing software. Study of the brute stacks of the
combined data sets in inline and cross line directions was
done for QC check of navigation data. Combined foldage
map of all the seven data sets after pre-stack merging was
generated without bothering for   foldage anomalies in the
overlap zones and junctions of various 3D investigations.
This combined foldage map contained all the available
redundant and non redundant foldages.  Foldage map was
subsequently regenerated after foldage harmonization to get
fairly uniform foldage (Fig. 3).

After gain and spectral analysis of the raw data,
the amplitude recovery and amplitude balancing was done
for individual data sets subsequent to the application of
field statics.  Surface consistent amplitude balancing was
tried on the merged data as well as on individual data sets.
However, the output was found to have deteriorated in lateral
resolution. Increase in noise level due to varying acquisition
parameters and logistics of the area lead to amplitude
variations within individual 3D data set and between different
investigations.

Fig. 3(a): Un-harmonized full fold map (b) Harmonized fold map of
the processed data
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As all the  3D data sets in the area were infested
with lot of cultural and coherent noises, ground rolls of
varying frequencies, spikes, multiples etc., test were carried
out in different parts of the area, sampling the area uniformly,
to ascertain the nature of various types of noises and to
decide on different algorithms to effectively address the
problem of noise minimization / attenuation. Various
algorithms in X-t, FK, and T -P domains were tested and
parameters were decided for effective minimization of
coherent noise and ground rolls.

Testing for Deconvolution Before Stack (DBS)
parameters was done at number of places in the area on
individual data sets to ascertain best output in terms of
temporal resolution and amplitude standouts.  Surface
consistent deconvolution, spiking deconvolution and
predictive deconvolution with varying parameters were tested
and it was found that predictive  deconvolution  is  best
suited  to  deal   with

different 3D investigations at a time. Moreover,
surface consistent deconvolution algorithm produced
ringing in the low foldage zone of the data, therefore was not
used.  Using the  best suited deconvolution parameters,
decon gathers were generated using the pre filtered, front
end mute applied, pre-conditioned, re-binned and pre-stack
merged data volume.  Figs. 2(a), 2(b) & 2(c) show
representative gathers in overlap zone of the data sets at
raw stage, preconditioned stage, and after deconvolution.
It was found that the data appeared quite different at raw
stage, became comparable after pre conditioning and
deconvolution in terms of amplitude and frequency contents
in adjacent investigations for same shot gather in the overlap
zone.  Quality checks were run on this seamless deconvolved
single volume seismic data by examining the inlines, cross
lines, time slices, seismic attributes and fold map.  No
inconsistencies what-so-ever were observed in the merged
volume except foldage increase in the overlap zones of
individual data sets, which was subsequently addressed
after foldege harmonization by restricting the offsets and
rejecting redundant offsets.  These QC checks ensured that
the data was free from any time, phase or frequency
inconsistencies.

Initial velocity analysis was done at 960 X 960 m
grid.  The stacking velocity field thus generated was
smoothened and was used for calculation of first residual
statics computed at each source and receiver positions (high
frequency statics calculation) by re-binning the surface into
micro-bins, the size of which was determined by desired
frequency of statics calculation.  Applying this residual
statics, second velocity analysis was carried out at 480 X
480 m close grid and second pass of residual statics were
computed using this refined stacking velocity.

Velocity analysis using 3D Kirchhoff  Dip Move
out algorithm (DMO)  was carried out on 480 X 480 m grid
using the refined velocity and two passes of the residual
statics computed earlier.  The DMO velocity field thus
generated was smoothened in inline and cross line directions
and 3D Kirchhoff dip move out stacking was done on the
foldage harmonized, deconvolved CDP gathers to generate
the initial DMO stack (raw stack).  A series of QC checks
were carried out by analyzing the inlines and cross lines and
time slices to check for any phase abnormality and harmonized
foldage map for checking for amplitude anomalies. Fig. 3(a)
& 3(b) show the comparison of available foldage before and
after harmonization using different offset classes carrying
out  intelligent binning from trace header. Application of
mild harmonization resulted in were more or less uniform
foldage in the high foldage overlap zones and at the locations

Fig. 4: Inline A - A passing through investigations F and G at (a)
Deconvolution stack stage, (b) Dip move out stack stage
and (c) Migration stage
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of recoveries.  However, a harsh foldage harmonization
adversely affected the data quality, hence not done in present
case.  The reminiscent high foldage in the data was basically
due to larger offsets present in the data which did not affect
the amplitude attributes in the zone of interest.

Random noise attenuation (RNA) and time variant
filtering (TVF) was done on the DMO stacks to generate
noise free stacks using suitable RNA & TVF parameters.

Extensive testing for suitable migration velocities
derived from smoothened DMO velocity field was done at
different locations having high dips and migration apertures
in the inline and cross line directions were finalized.  The
suitable migration velocity field and apertures were used to
migrate the RNA applied DMO stack data using one pass
Kirchhoff migration algorithm.

Deconvolution after stack (DAS) was carried out
on the migrated data to improve on the resolution of the
various zones of interest.  Final quality checks were
performed after extensive examination of inlines, cross lines
and time slices, foldage maps and amplitude and frequency
attributes of the data, particularly in the overlap zones and
the locations of the recoveries. Figs. 4(a), 4(b) and 4(c) show
representative line A-A at deconvolution stage, DMO stack
stage and after one pass migration. As part of quality check,
comparison of this data was done with individually

Fig. 5: Comparison of migrated data of inline A - A after (a) Pre-
stack merging and reprocessing and (b) Individual processing
of two investigations F and G

processed data sets (Figs. 5(a) and 5(b)). The
improvement in the data is evident in terms of amplitude
stand outs, increase in frequency content, uniform transition
of various seismic attributes from one investigation to the
adjacent one and zero time shifts as is evident on pre-stack
merged inline A-A which is compared with individually
processed data sets.

Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) show time slices at 1596  ms
(with in Hazad member of Ankeleswar formation) at DMO
stack stage and after migration. The data quality
improvement is noticeable after each step.

As part of QC check and further work involved in
the second phase of the project, pre-stack time migration
(PSTM) was attempted/ tested in small part of the pre-stack
merged volume to finalize the PSTM parameters. Figs. 7(a)
and 7(b) show comparison of post stack time

Fig. 6: Comparison of time slice at 1596 M sec. (within pay zone)
at  (a) Deconvolution stage and (b) Migration stage

Fig. 7: Comparison of post stack time migration and Pre-stack
time migration on part of pre-stack merged seismic
investigations

migration (PoSTM) and pre-stack time migration
(PSTM) on part of inline A-A. Improvement  in data quality
in PSTM stack is clearly evident.

Conclusions

The focused efforts to bring out lateral and temporal
amplitude and frequency improvements in the zone of
interest and deeper formations after pre-stack merging of
the data of seven seismic investigations resulted in a single
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seamless 3D data volume in the first phase of the project.
Uniform application of processing parameters on full pre
stack merged single volume has resulted in flawless data
integration without any abrupt changes of seismic attributes

which might have been caused due to varying
acquisition parameters and lateral variations of near surface
geology of individual 3D investigations.

 In the second phase of the project rest of the data
of Gandhar area and Nada area is planned to be integrated
into a seamless volume and will subsequently be pre-stack
time migrated and will be a guiding data for development
and exploitation of the Gandhar and adjoining satellite fields
and to find missed hydrocarbon bearing zones.
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Table –I: Acquisition and processing parameters of various seismic investigations in area of study


